
Technical  
Installation Manual



This installation manual has been specifically prepared for 
SPSEnvirowall system installers and is designed as a basis for 
general guidance. Information contained in this manual should 
be read in conjunction with the project specification and system 
drawings. For any specific project detailing or system issues 
contact should be made with SPSEnvirowall Technical Services.  
The manual assumes that Standard Building Practices are adhered 
to at all times and that current Health and Safety legislation is 
applied in any on site practices.
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1. Tools and Equipment

General plastering and building hand tools will cope with most of the  
application requirements, it is recommended to have the following equipment:

• Electrically driven paddle mixer
• Drill with hammer function
• Impact driver
• Mixing tubs
• Buckets and cleaning brushes
• 10mm Notch trowel
• Stainless steel plastering trowel
• Plastic texturing float
• Rubbing up sponges
• Spatula, rendering rule or darby
• Snips 
• Woodsaw, Hacksaw, Serrated blade
• Stanley Knife
• A variety of spirit levels up to and including a 6’ level
• Measuring tape
• Floor protection, varieties include tarpaulins, coredek sheeting,  
 roofing felt
• Window protection, polythene on a roll
• Masking Tape
• Sealant Gun
• Variety of masonry drill bits



2. Site preparation

Material Storage
Insulation boards should be stored neatly on pallets undercover if possible. Please 
note that these boards are easily damaged and should only be used for the purpose 
intended, damage caused by poor handling may result in installation problems and an 
uneven finish.

Adhesives and Render products must be stored in dry, well ventilated areas, protected 
from heat and frost. The product will be supplied on pallets to ensure that no damp 
affects the bagged product.

Beads and tracks should be stored in dry areas and kept flat to prevent buckling.

Scaffold  
Where scaffold is used there should be an appropriate gap of approximately 250mm 
between edge of scaffold and wall to allow a trowel to be operated and an appropriate 
lift height shall be determined to ensure that plastering of walls is at an ergonomic 
position. Leaving an inside gap can pose a Health and Safety Risk and a suitable 
method statement for gap management may be required.

Surface Treatment  
The substrate that is to receive the insulated render system should be inspected and 
treated: 

Loose surfaces 
Walls should be brushed to remove any loose materials

Fungicidal growth  
Any evident mould or plant growth should be treated with SPSEnvirowall Algicid 
fungicidal wash

Uneven substrate  
Excessively uneven (more than 20mm variation in a 1metre area)wall areas should 
be dubbed out using suitable dubbing compound material – contact SPSEnvirowall 
technical department for advice on suitable product. Walls dubbed out to provide a flat 
and even surface to accept the insulated system. Longer fixings may be required in 
areas that have been levelled to ensure the correct embedment depth is achieved.

Pull out tests should be carried out to determine the type, size and quantity of fixings 
per square metre of insulation.



Plumbing goods  
Rainwater pipes, waste pipes and soil pipes should be moved and adapted where 
possible to ensure that the walls are kept dry and protected during the system 
application and then reinstated after works are completed. SPSEnvirowall have a range 
of fixing options for replacement of rainwater goods available on request.

Damp proof course
Check ground levels to ensure that no concrete driveways/ soil banking or other 
materials are above the damp level, check that the DPC is present and intact. If there 
are any concerns over DPC or starting level for the EWI system the client should be 
notified and preparatory works should be completed before the insulation boarding 
process is started.

Utilities  
Check that no utility equipment will be covered over or affected by the insulation 
system.

Satellite dish/ cable boxes/ security lights/ alarm boxes  
Agree procedure for safe removal and reinstatement. These works may require 
specialised contractors or permission from the service provider.

Paths, steps, windows and door frames should be protected, floors, paths and walls 
with tarpaulins 
Render materials are liquid in nature and are prone to spillage, they can easily stain 
surfaces. Windows should be masked, usually with polythene held in place by low 
adhesive masking tape.



Cills and Verges  
In a refurbishment scenario the existing cills must be checked to ensure that there 
will be at least 30mm overhang in front of the finished insulation position. Where 
required new cills must be fitted in place, either an overcill or an undercill, ensuring 
a proper fall is achieved and that the system can be properly sealed to prevent any 
water ingress. At the top of the wall, ensure that there is a sufficient overhang in place 
taking into account the overall depth of the EWI system. If the overhang is not sufficient 
then a verge trim is required. SPSEnvirowall have a range of verge trim sections and 
connectors to ensure a complete sealed system.

Water  
Water is an essential requirement for the system, a supply of clean water must be 
made available, impure and dirty water will affect the consistency and final colour of the 
render products.



3.  Material Characteristics/ Weather

Render products should not be applied in the extremes of temperatures. In cold 
temperatures render should not be applied until the temperature has risen past 3°C 
on a rising thermometer and should not be applied when below 5°C on a falling 
thermometer. Ideally render products should not be applied in temperatures exceeding 
30°C.  An assessment of the local weather conditions and forecast must be undertaken 
before commencing work in order to reduce the risk of damage to the system by frost, 
rain or sun.

There are 5 key factors that affect the rate that render products dry out, coating 
thickness, relative humidity, sunlight, wind and temperature. Drying times quoted are 
only indications of how long drying would take under ideal conditions, these factors can 
massively affect the evaporation of water from within the product.

Efflorescence – this is a phenomenon that produces a visible, white deposit or stain 
on the surface of the render system, often described as limebloom. In general, natural 
weather will cause the efflorescence to diminish and disappear however this can be 
a lengthy process. There are a few measures that can be taken to help prevent this 
occurring:

• avoid application of the products in cold, wet conditions, 
• avoid excessive water in the mix
• do not overwork the application
• protect the walls, but ensure that there is adequate ventilation

Should efflorescence occur there are some practices that can assist reducing and 
removing the effect, including gentle washing with a diluted acid solution. Please check 
with SPSEnvirowall Technical team for recommendations.



4 Installation

Base Track fixing

Base or starter track should be fitted immediately above DPC level or to a line agreed 
by the Contract Administrator. The track should be fixed true to line and level and in full 
lengths where possible, minimum 300mm sections, each section fixed within 100mm 
of the track end and at 300mm centres. The aluminium type track section can easily be 
cut using a pair of snips.

The fixing required into most masonry or blockwork type substrates is a 6/50 hammer 
fix screw, fixed by predrilling holes with a 6mm SDS drill bit, pushing in the hammer 
fix and sleeve by hand, then using a hammer to securely fix the screw and track. The 
fixing for metal framing with cement board is a tek screw LS50, it is installed using a tek 
gun or impact driver fitted with a 5/16” hex head bit, no requirement for predrilling.

SPSEnvirowall base track connectors should be used at adjoining lengths of base track 
to prevent hair line cracks forming in the render coats. These clips will also assist in 
achieving line and level. Alternatively, the rear section of one track can be removed 
using tin snips and the front edge adjusted enough to slide over the next length. It is 
important to ensure that adjoining sections are not simply butt jointed.

When fitting to uneven substrates the base track may require packing out, or the wall 
can be dubbed out to provide a true line to work with. It is recommended that the base 
track is mounted on SPSEnvirowall sealing tape or silicone sealed at the rear junction. 
The function of this section is to protect the bottom of the system from moisture, fire, 
plant and insect life, also to facilitate the positioning and fixing of the insulation boards. 
The alternative heavy duty section used in the same way is the full system galvanised 
powder coated starter track. This section is considerably thicker and heavier than 
the aluminium section and is cannot be cut to size using ordinary hand tools. Typical 
equipment used for cutting are angle grinders and chopsaws. Cut edges of galvanised 
beads should be coated with a suitable galvanised coating. These sections are often 
used in other areas as finishing details, for example around gas feed pipes, electric 
boxes and above canopies or flat roof areas.



5. Full System Stop Beads, Verge Trims and Cills

A full system stop bead is used where the system terminates ahead of the adjacent 
interface, for example in a row of terraced properties a central property may be 
receiving the system but the adjacent properties will remain as original, the new system 
will have an exposed vertical edge at either side. The stop bead will be fitted to cloak 
out and seal the edges of the system, the rear of the bead has SPSEnvirowall sealing 
tape fitted before fixing to the substrate using the same fixings as the base bead. 

Verge Trims are used at any point that leaves the top of the insulated system exposed, 
they are a capping section that must be positioned and fixed before the insulation 
is fitted. The rear (or down) plate should be fixed through at 300mm centres to the 
substrate, with a fixing within 100mm of the end of the section, suitable sealant should 
be applied to the rear of the plate to prevent water ingress. SPSEnvirowall have a 
range of joint clips and end caps that can be fitted and sealed in place. On completion 
of the verge trim fitting a silicone seal should be applied to the top rear edge to fully 
seal in the section.

In a new build scenario window cills and interface flashings should be in position before 
the EWI commencement, specifically designed that a suitable overhang (minimum 
30mm) in front of the system will be achieved on completion of the render system. In a 
refurbishment scenario where there is an original cill in place a new cill will be installed 
to provide the required water run off past the render system.

Overcill – most commonly used, either PVC cut from a sheet to size or a made to 
measure powder coated aluminium section, these type of cills are either mechanically 
fixed or glued with a building compound bonding solution. These fit on top of the 
original cill with a silicone seal between cill and window.
Undercill – using a similar section to the SPSEnvirowall verge trim the back plate is 
sealed and fixed to the substrate, with a silicone seal between the new and existing cill 
section. An undercill is often used where an overcill would compromise weep holes in 
the window frame.

These sections should all be adequately protected during the render operation against 
damage and render spills.



Bedding Adhesive

The SPSEnvirowall insulation system will generally follow the line of the building, 
references to line and level are only used in terms of dealing with minor localised 
variations in the substrate. Please contact SPSEnvirowall Technical Team for guidance 
if there are issues with greater deviation, or deviation over a greater area.

The Envirobed adhesive is a 25kg bagged product; mix with clean, fresh water at a 
rate of approximately 5Ltrs per 25Kg bag using a paddle mixer or suitable drill with a 
whisk attachment in a suitable tub to accommodate the material.  Mix for 5 minutes, 
then allow the material to stand for 5 minutes before mixing again, this allows the 
chemical additive to dissolve and activate. It may be necessary to remix the material 
after it has been standing for some time, but do not add further water. Do not use any 
Envirobed that has started to set.

The adhesive is applied to the board, not to the wall, two methods used – notch trowel 
or dot and dab. The notch trowel method is used on even substrates, the dot and 
dab method is used to adjust the thickness of the bedding mortar to accommodate 
localised deviations in the substrate. Using enough mortar the dab method can 
facilitate up to a deviation/ thickness of 20mm, greater building irregularities will require 
a different treatment prior to the application of the SPSEnvirowall Insulated Render 
system. The fixing length may need to be increased to ensure the correct embedment 
depth is achieved.



Adhesive application

Notch Trowel – work in the 
Envirobed mortar in a thin 
pressed trowelled coat across 
the whole surface of the 
section of insulation board 
and then run a 10x12mm 
toothed trowel across the 
board, scraping off the surplus 
material, ensure that 100% 
of the board has the series 
of notches across it, this will 
ensure the coverage and 
adhesion of the board.

Dot and dab – first distribute a 
band of adhesive around the 
circumference of the board 
section, keep the adhesive 
slightly back from the edge 
as it is important not to have 
adhesive squeezed out onto 
the front or sides of the board. 
Then apply dabs of adhesive 
with regular spacing, sized to 
ensure that when the board 
is pressed to the substrate 
there is a minimum of 40% 
adhesively covered area in 
contact with the substrate. 
Typically, 5 evenly spaced 
dabs would suffice on the 
back of a 1000mm x 500mm 
insulation board, 6 dabs on a 
1200mm x 600mm board.

It is important to note that adhesive application rates will vary according to the 
substrate and may exceed or not achieve stated coverage rates.



Attaching boards, openings.

Cutting of boards to size is a relatively simple process, using a fine tooth wood saw or 
a plasterboard knife; ensure that a straight cut is achieved or this will present problems 
at a later stage. Prior to the application of the insulation boards apply SPSEnvirowall 
sealing tape in the anticipated insulation zone to all abutments and interfaces:

• Window or door frames
• Soffit boards
• Projecting vents
• Gas and electric meter boxes, alternatively full system stop bead may be used  
 to track out a given dimension from the boxes to provide future access.
• Gas flue pipes
• Adjacent brickwork or cladding systems
• Underside of cills, verge trims
• Behind base tracks, verge trims
• Any other penetrations through the system 

When the adhesive has been applied, press the insulated board firmly into position, 
adjusting slightly to ensure that any skin that has been formed on the adhesive mortar 
is broken. Press each board to butt tight to the adjacent boards, continuously check 
the surface for flatness and plumb with a spirit level. Where required a fixing can be 
installed to temporarily hold the board in position until the adhesive bond has been fully 
formed. Where boards have been allowed to get wet, they should be fully dried out 
before use.

Build the insulated wall in a “brick bond” fashion, ensuring that the minimum board 
size of 200mm is achieved, it is important to brick bond and create staggered joints at 
external and internal corners. At corners of window and door frames insulation boards 
should be cut to avoid straight joints, i.e. the board should be cut in an “L” shape. 
This will help in the prevention of cracking within the system caused by the movement 
between the window frame and adjacent substrate.



Positions of window and door frames within the façade may necessitate the addition of 
insulation fillets to the reveals, usually in a smaller thickness of insulation, these boards 
should be adhesively fixed to the adjacent façade insulation board, with fixings where 
applicable. Where the system is being applied directly to the front edge of the windows, 
an APU frame seal bead can be used to provide a primary system seal, which will 
leave a straight clean finishing point on the window frame when textured.

Air vents should not be covered over with insulation, the board should be cut out, a 
vent cover can be attached to cover over the completed works, the inside reveals 
should be completed at least to base coat and sealing stage.

Board fixings, fixing patterns

Supply and insert through the insulation slabs into the substrate mechanical fixings of 
a type that has been specified by SPSEnvirowall, by means of a pre-arranged pull out 
test. These fixings will be installed through the boards at a specified fixing pattern that 
will suit the arrangement of the project, type of boards and pull out requirements (quan-
tity of fixings per square metre).

Dependant on the type of substrate either a hammer type or a screw in type of fixing 
will be used. Hammer type fixings are generally installed into concrete, masonry, brick-
work or blockwork substrates. Using a suitable power drill and SDS type drill bit create 
a hole through the insulation into the substrate to the depth specified for that fixing 
type, ensure that the hole is properly cleaned through or the fixing may not site proper-
ly. The fixing must be driven into the substrate ensuring that the head sits flush with the 
surface of the insulation, on completion check that the fixings have locked, replace any 
that are not holding with an adjacent fixing.



Screw type fixings are generally fixed with an impact driver fitted with a specific end bit 
to fit the screw end, these fixings will screw through the insulation and will tighten into 
the substrate without pre-drilling, the fixings themselves will be climaseal anti-corrosion 
coated for external use. A TFix type fixing is predrilled using an SDS drill bit but is fixed 
using an impact driver using a Torx 40mm end section.  

Levelling, filling and rasping boards, pattresses

Any gaps in the insulation boards should be filled with fire retardant spray foam, larger 
gaps or gaps in Rockwool insulation should be filled with cut sections of insulation 
board. Upon completion of fixing all insulation boards the whole wall area should be 
checked for undulations, Expanded polystyrene (EPS) and Lamella types of insulation 
can be rasped back using a hand sander or vacuum type electric sanding unit to 
ensure a flat surface for the application of the render coats, sanding insulation will 
cause small sections of material to crumble and flake away, care must be taken to 
ensure these materials do not foul local pedestrian areas, footpaths, waterways, drains 
etc. 

It is important to ensure a flat surface before render is applied as it may take 
considerably more time and materials to complete the works and the risk of a poor 
finish is greatly increased.

There will be different types of wall mounted items that will be planned to be installed 
through the insulated render system, these can be fixed directly through the system 
with specific mounting brackets or fixed onto pattresses, usually made from external 
grade timber, cut to match the insulation thickness. These pattress blocks are fitted 
during the insulation boarding process and are then rendered over as part of the 
system, care taken to note the position so that the blocks can be found on completion.



Firebreaks

Within EPS and Phenolic insulation systems a firebreak will be required at each floor 
slab level, commencing from the second storey level, i.e. at the top of the first floor. 
This will be a Mineral Wool Lamella product, supplied at the same thickness as the 
standard insulation product used. The Lamella is supplied in 1m x 200mm sections that 
will be adhesive and mechanically fixed in the same way as the rest of the insulation, 
but using a stainless steel fixing, 2 per 1m section, generally 100mm from each end. 
The firebreak area generally receives a blinding coat of the base coat material prior to 
the full base coat application as it is a dissimilar material to the standard insulation so 
may react slightly differently to the full base coat application.

It is important that the insulation is in a dry condition before commencing base coat, 
if the material is wet then it should be allowed time to fully dry before the next stage. 
However, phenolic insulation should receive the base coat operation in a timely fashion 
to prevent any “gassing” of the material.

A vertical firebreak is often an architectural requirement as part of a project fire 
strategy, used as a break at party walls, or between apartments. This is also created 
using the Mineral wool Lamella product.  

Base coat 

The base coat layer is applied over the flat, clean and dry insulation, with appropriate 
beads for the finished system. SPSEnvirowall recommend the notched trowel method 
of applying the base coat, the initial thickness required is achieved by laying the base 
coat material onto the insulation and then running a 10-12mm notch trowel through the 
base coat at 45°. The reinforcing mesh is then laid into this material and the process 
completed with a thin slurry coat to provide a flat smooth substrate ready for the finish 
application.

Beading, corner profiles, movement joint beads

Prior to the application of the main body of base coat and reinforcement mesh, supply, 
fix and plumb appropriate beads at relevant points of the building.

• Corner bead, texture finish – pvc mesh wing corner bead is supplied in 2.5m 
lengths, cut to size with snips. These beads should be installed at all external 
corners, window/ door heads and reveals, they can be bedded in place using 
base coat or fixed into the insulation using SPSEnvirowall fir tree fixings at 300mm 
centres. If base coat is used to site the beads allow appropriate drying time before 
applying main section of base coat, this will ensure that the bead will remain plumb 
during the process. Care must be taken when installing beads at windows to 
ensure that they will form a true reveal when the process is completed. 

• Corner bead, dash finish – these plastic corner beads have a nib that assists 
determining the thickness of the dash receiver coat, the edge of the bead is left 
visible at the end of the process, these beads are usually fixed in place with fir tree 
fixings.



• Stop beads – relevant to the thickness of the render, used as termination points for 
the render element of the system at interfaces with other materials. Once again, 
either bedded in place or fixed with fir trees. 

• Overhead drip beads – similar to a corner bead with a nib that forms a run off for 
water, normally used at the front edge of a soffit or at window heads.

• Bellcast beads – used to form a drip at the base of the system, generally clipped 
on to an aluminium type base track

• Movement joints – movement joints are installed at any point that there is a 
building movement joint within the building substrate, as an architectural feature, 
or within certain systems as a prerequisite of the render system, however the 
typical insulated render system does not require movement joints as part of its 
system. Movement joints are generally formed in two methods, surface mounted 
or full system. The full system movement joint is created with the installation of 
two galvanised full system stop beads of the correct depth back to back before the 
insulation application. A gap between the two beads should be agreed, generally 
20mm, this can then be covered with a plastic nosing bead and base coated in 
place or finished with a silicone seal. Surface mounted movement joints are plastic 
beads that are placed over a full depth cut in the insulation, the cut in the insulation 
should be an agreed site detail nominally 5mm. The beads will have a depth of the 
render system to be applied and have a rubber gasket, on application the gasket 
should not be pulled tight, it should be left slack to accommodate any building 
movement. The beads can be fixed with base coat material or with fir tree fixings 
at 300mm centres.

Contact SPSEnvirowall for advice on the use of movement joints.



• Stress Patches – prior to the application of the main base coat and mesh rein-
forcement, at all available corners of structural openings, windows, and doors 
extra reinforcement is required. A 300mm x 500mm section of mesh should be 
cut from the roll and placed diagonally at the corner of the opening, this is then 
bedded on with base coat mortar, the stress patch should bridge the mesh of the 
corner beads that have been installed at the reveals or head. The stress patch 
should be fully coated in place, left flat to accept the main reinforcement coating, 
and should be allowed to set before the next stage of the process. Stress patches 
are often applied after the reinforcing base coat layer has been applied, this is also 
an acceptable practice.

Base coat application notch trowel method

Base coat render is supplied in a powder form in a 25Kg bag, mix with clean water 
at a rate of approximately 4.5Ltrs per 25Kg bag in a suitable container, using either 
a paddle mixer or a suitable drill with a whisk attachment. Mix for 5 minutes, allow to 
stand for 5 minutes then remix, this will allow the chemical additive to dissolve and 
activate. The material can be allowed to stand, and then be mixed again, but do not 
add further water.

Apply the base coat to the wall area using a stainless steel trowel, gauge the depth of 
material to approximately 5mm and only work to a size that can be controlled, i.e. that 
can be kept pliable and wet enough until the works are completed. When a sufficient 
area has been applied, comb through with a 10 x 6 tooth trowel, removing any surplus 
back into the container, this will provide a consistent depth of base coat. Cut sections 
of reinforcing mesh from the 50m roll and float into the top of the base coat render then 



smooth over gently. Ensure a minimum overlap between all sections of mesh of at least 
100mm, this process is assisted by the provision of a coloured line on the mesh. The 
mesh should be taken onto the wings of all types of beads and small extra sections 
of mesh should be bedded in at the internal corners of window and door reveals to 
provide extra reinforcement.

This first base coat layer should be left to set and then should be finished with a tight, 
slurry coat of approx. 1-2mm depth. This base coat material should be mixed slightly 
looser (wetter) in consistency and should be applied to ensure that the reinforcement 
mesh is completely covered. This second base coat layer should be applied to ensure 
as flat a surface as possible, often smoothed off with a spatula, it should be allowed to 
begin setting and then rubbed over gently with a sponge to remove any outstanding 
ridges or trowel marks. If there is a dash finish to be applied then the wet base coat 
should be lightly combed horizontally to provide a mechanical key for the dash receiver 
render coat. If the finish is a silicone or acrylic texture then it is vital that the base coat 
is true to line and level, without any ridges or trowel marks, as these may show through 
the finished top coat. The base coat should be allowed to dry and shrink for a minimum 
of 48 hours in good drying conditions prior to applying the finishing material.

Priming

Before the application of a textured finish a priming coat must be applied to the 
completed base coat. Primer is supplied in a 25Kg tub and is applied at an approx. rate 
of 0.3Kg/m2, the primer can be diluted up to 10% to suit the substrate. Stir the primer 
thoroughly before use, apply a uniform coat to the entire substrate using brushes or 
a medium pile roller. The primer should be allowed to fully dry before the top coat 
application



Textured Finish Application

The decorative coat of Acrylic or Silicone texture is applied to the primed substrate by 
stainless trowel at a rate per square metre, according to the grain size of the texture, 
for example a 25Kg tub of 1.5mm texture will cover approx. 9.5sqm. Before application 
of the texture finish ensure all scaffold boards are swept clean to keep dust and dirt 
away from the wall, and there is sufficient protection to all windows, doors, paths etc. 
the texture material is extremely difficult to remove from surfaces after it has dried in 
place

Wherever possible, entire elevations should be completed in one visit, where this is not 
possible a day joint can be used, however this may be visible on completion. An option 
is to set the day joint in alignment with other building features, behind rainwater pipes 
etc. The day joint is created by applying a suitable masking tape in a straight line at 
the given position, the texture can then be applied over the edge of the tape, carefully 
removing the tape while the texture is still wet. When the finish has dried sufficiently 
the edge of the completed section can be taped to protect and once again the texture 
is applied over the edge of the tape, care taken to leave a straight join between the two 
areas.

The prevailing weather conditions should be monitored as the finish is susceptible 
to rain until any moisture within the texture has evaporated. As texture is a naturally 
mixed product the grain and the pigment may cause slight differences in the finished 
coating, so it is advisable to use material from the same batch in each area, check the 
batch details on each tub before application. 

Mix the texture using a suitable paddle mixer, or drill with a whisk attachment, up to 
2% water may be added to aid application, 
ensure that a consistent amount of water is 
applied to each tub. The material is applied 
with a stainless trowel, commencing at 
the top of the elevation, the texture being 
applied in as tight a coat as possible, apply 
reveals and corners at the same time, 
ensure that the corners and edges are 
sharp and not lumpy, use an external or 
internal 90° corner trowel to ensure a crisp 
line. After a short time the textured finish 
can be created using a plastic rubbing up 
float, leaving the texture for a short time 
will prevent “drag” when rubbing up. The 
float is rubbed over the surface in a circular 
motion, working in the same direction at 
all times to ensure consistency of finish, 
scrape the float clean regularly to remove 
any build-up of materials/ excess/ waste. 



Avoid leaving visible trowel marks in the surface, use the plastic float to even out 
the grain, ensure that there are no visible bald spots, areas with a minimum of grain 
evident, these patches will be visible after the material has dried.  

With all render applications, thoroughly clean all tools and equipment after use with 
water.

Dash Finish Application

As with the textured finish ensure a dust free area, ensure adequate protection to all 
surfaces to prevent damage while throwing the aggregate finish. Specific collection 
sheets or plastic trays can be used to catch falling dash, depending on specific contract 
conditions this material may be reused after washing. Some contracts forbid the reuse 
of fallen aggregate.

Dash receiver to the chosen colour is provided in 25Kg bags and is mixed with clean 
water in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions, using a paddle mixer or drill 
with a suitable whisk attachment. The dash receiver is applied true to line and level, by 
trowel, onto the base coat to provide a thickness of between 6 and 8mm dependant on 
the aggregate size that is being used, the dash receiver should be finished flat, using 
a darby and a spatula or similar ruling off tools. The dash receiver should fill out to 
the front edge of the beads, on completion clean off the very front edge of the bead to 
leave a crisp line to the finish.

While the dash receiver remains in a green state the chosen aggregate should be 
thrown into the dash receiver, using a harling trowel. Ensure an even spread of 
aggregate across the whole elevation, reveals can be finished in the same manner or 
finished smooth by rubbing up with a plastic or wooden float.   

Wipe areas clean at each work stage before the render mortar sets. Care must be 
taken to monitor atmospheric conditions to prevent the occurrence of lime bloom.
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